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Background 

 

Use Blaise CAWI model in verification system at 

2010.1 

 Integrate recording audio in verification 

questionnaire 

The main contents of the inspection ：alternative answers, subjective 
answers, jumping with shortcut, questioning incomplete, etc. 

Check the sample , more than 65,000 times 

 

 

 





Traditional Verification System 

 

 Traditional recording verification need to 

manually search the recording file 

Open the verification  questionnaire ,meanwhile 

open the recording program 

New version Verification achieve listen 

automation 

 

 

 



Current Verification System 

 

 
 Integrate the recording function of desktop 

program into the CAWI verification 

questionnaire 

Embed the recording audio file in every 

verification question 

Apply the new HTML5 element on the page, the 

system automatically plays 
 

 



介绍问卷录音CARI 



The specific implementation steps 

of the solution are as follows 
 

Step 1： Define a variable to store the path of 
the recording audio file 

      

FamilyLY:='HTTP://10.8.8.73/WAVFiles/'+interviewerid+'/'+countryid +'/'+ 

SampleID 

 

Step 2：Define a variable to store the name of 
the recording audio file 

  

XA101a:= SampleID+'SECA.TA1' 

 

 



Step 3：Embed the recording audio file path 
and name in the verification questions 

 
A101a(A101a)“访员是否提问了请您确认 ….调查时您家是否有以下人员？ …一题相
关内容？ @/(题号：TA1 录音名：SECA.TA1) 

 

 @/@/@#<audio controls autoplay> 

<source src=""^FamilyLY/^XA101a.wma"" type=""audio/mpeg""> 

<embed height=""50"" width=""100"" autoplay=""false"" autostart=""false"" 

src=""^FamilyLY/^XA101a.wma""> 

</audio>@#  ":TContinue 

 

 

 

 



Properties of element audio  

Property Value Description 

autopla

y 

autoplay Audio plays automatically. 

controls controls Display the playing controls. 

loop loop Audio plays in loop. 

muted muted Audio will be muted. 

preload preload 
 
Audio will be preloaded when the page is loaded. 
And it will be ignored when autoplay property is set 
to autoplay. 

src url 
 
Audio URL path. 



Exhibition 

 

After recording verification questionnaire 

released the inspectors will see ： 
 

 



Advantage 

 It saves time, Increases efficiency 

Saves the inspector’s time to find the exact audio 

file, and saves the cost of verification 

 

 It improves accuracy, solves the not-match 

problem. 

 

 

 



Demo 





      Thanks 


